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Aims

- Digitizing of archaeological and architectural research data on Syria
- Archiving of digital data by using the database DAI Arachne
- Recording of archaeological and historical place names in a gazetteer
- Digitizing and archiving of map collections to Bilad al-Sham

- Damage assessment
- Observation of the international art and antique market
IT infrastructure of the DAI

virtual research environment - components of the iDAI.world

iDAI.objects / Arachne  Archiving of texts, photos, plans, drawings

iDAI.gazetteer  Archiving of place names

iDAI.geoserver  Archiving of map collections

iDAI.bibliography  Catalogue of literature
Detailed assessment

Syrian Heritage Mapping Project

Northern arcade

Damage in the northern arcade [Free Aleppo Governorate Council 2015]

Language
German

Vertical level: Ground level

Photographic documentation

Title
Western wall of the southern iwan

Source

Camera "Digital SLR"; Syrian Association for Preservation of Archaeology and Heritage; Free Aleppo Governorate Council

Date
Day: 5
Month: 1
Year: 2015

Inventory

Walls
Secondary elements

Name of secondary element

Optional
Elements of built heritage

Construction elements
- Walls
- Basements
- Floors (floor)

Note